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The ’05 Model Year Tiger 955i

The new Tiger boasts revised geometry for quicker steering and increased agility,
revised front and rear suspension for a more composed and controlled ride, cast
wheels and tubeless tyres to give riders a wider choice of rubber and a new silver
frame finish with subtly revised graphics.
“These changes have come about through talking to our customers.

They

improve the ride quality and, although relatively small in terms of appearance,
together they make the bike look significantly lighter and more contemporary,”
said Ross Clifford, Product Manager for Triumph Motorcycles. “These modifications
plus the new engine in 2001, all now combine to make the new Tiger a great allround motorcycle.”
Although styled like an enduro, the Tiger is a road bike. It’s a versatile machine
built for touring, commuting – where the tall riding position is an advantage – or
simply blasting around for fun. The fuel-injected 3-cylinder engine delivers plenty
of usable power, with the torque providing instant drive in almost any situation.
The new chassis gives a plush ride, with the long-travel suspension soaking up
any back road bumps, while the nose fairing and hand guards protect the rider
from the elements.
Dual disc front brakes provide effective stopping power while the new, stiffer,
front suspension adds extra composure. The Tiger also comes with factory-fit
accessories – panniers, heated grips and a centre stand – all within the OTR price
of £6,999.
The new 2005 Tiger is available in Aluminium Silver, British Racing Green or
Lucifer Orange. A full range of Triumph accessories, together with an extensive
choice of male and female riding wear and casual clothing, completes the look
making the new Tiger a versatile package.
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’05 Model Year Tiger 955i Specifications
Specification:
ENGINE
Type
Capacity
Bore/Stroke
Compression Ratio
Fuel System
Ignition

Liquid-cooled, DOHC, in-line 3-cylinder
955cc
79 x 65mm
11.65:1
Multipoint sequential electronic fuel injection
Digital – inductive type – via electronic engine
management system

TRANSMISSION
Primary Drive
Final Drive
Clutch

Gear
X ring chain
Wet, multi-plate

Gearbox
CYCLE PARTS
Frame
Swingarm
Wheels
Tyres
Suspension

Brakes
DIMENSIONS
Length
Width (Handlebars)
Height
Seat Height
Wheelbase

6-speed
Tubular steel perimeter
Twin-sided, aluminium alloy with linear chain
adjuster
Front
Rear
Front
Rear
Front

Cast Alloy, 14-spoke, 19 x 2.5in
Cast Alloy, 14-spoke, 17 x 4.25in
110/80 V 19
150/70 V 17
43mm forks with single rate springs

Rear

Monoshock with remotely adjustable preload
and rebound damping

Front
Rear

Twin 310mm discs, 2 piston calipers
Single 285mm disc, 2 piston caliper
2250mm (88.6in)
860mm (33.8in)
1370mm (53.9in)
840-860mm (33.1-33.8in)
1537mm (60.5in)

Rake/Trail
25.8º/87.9mm
Weight (Dry)
215kg (474lb)
Fuel Tank Capacity
24 litres (6.3 gal US)
PERFORMANCE
(MEASURED AT CRANKSHAFT TO DIN 70020)
Maximum Power
105PS (104bhp) at 9,500 rpm
Maximum Torque
92Nm (67ft.lbf) at 4,400 rpm
Items above highlighted in RED indicate changed from previous Tiger model
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Whilst the Tiger engine & chassis is based upon the current Tiger, there are a number of
new components and modifications used in its manufacture.

Engine
There are no engine, or EFI changes, between the ’04 model year Tiger, and the ‘05

Chassis
Chassis changes for 2005:
• Uprated front suspension: Fork legs are 40mm shorter with travel
reduced 30mm to 170mm. Spring is a stiffer single rate spring.
Rebound damping increased 20%.
• Uprated RSU. Spring rate increased 10%. Compression damping
increased 40%. Rebound damping increased 20%.
• Unit length increased to suit new swingarm.
• Revised steering geometry (rake: 25.8 degrees (was 28 degrees)
and trail 87.9mm (was 92mm), achieved through shorter fork legs
and swingarm
Wheelbase reduced from 1550mm to 1537mm. New stiffer and
slightly shorter aluminium swingarm. Revised rear caliper carrier,
rear brake hose, chain rubbing strip and chainguard to suit.
• New multi-spoke cast wheels, front and rear, using new tubeless
Michelin Anakee tyres as original equipment.
Sizes remain 19x2.5 (wheel) and 110/80R19 (tyre) at the front,
17x4.25 (wheel) and 150/70R17 (tyre) at the rear.
• New lighter brake discs, front & rear, to suit the cast wheels. Brake
configuration remains as previously (2 x dia.310, fixed
discs/floating calipers at front, 1 x dia.285, fixed disc/floating
caliper at rear).
• New forged aluminium gear change and brake pedals.
The suspension changes are predominantly designed to make the handling
more road biasedwhich includes reducing fork dive under braking

Cosmetic
Cosmetic changes:
•

Seat cover fabric changed

•

New silver frame finish (from black)

•

Top yoke and handle bars: Black to silver

•

Swing arm: black to silver

•

Subtly revised graphics – “eyebrows” removed from fairing above
lights, Tiger stripes and logo changed to a dot-fade from solid
graphic
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= Revised Areas
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……………..170mm
…………….655cc
……………146mm
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Tiger Set-up instructions
Important Note:

A separate Motorcycle Preparation & Set-up Guide has been issued
containing detailed instructions for carrying out all aspects of the
Pre-delivery Inspection for all Triumph models– please read this guide
carefully and refer to as necessary.
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Recent ‘Technical News’ Reprints
Issue 65 December 2002

Issue 65 Strictly Confidential December 2002
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Issue 69 Strictly Confidential July 2003
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05’ Model Year Tiger 955i
Accessories Available:

Aftermarket Silencer *
Top Box
Dust Cover
Top Box Rest
Pannier Inner Bags
Tank Bag
Gel Seat Front
Gel Seat Rear
Higher Screen
Sports Screen
Chain & Sprocket Kit
Alarm
Front M/Guard Extension
Rear M/Guard Extension

A9608018
A9508018
A9930060
A9508030
A9510019
A9510012
A9701159
A9701160
A9701119
A9708029
A9618012
A9808052
A9708019
A9701030

£219.99
£329.99
£54.99
£22.99
£59.99
£99.99
£109.99
£79.99
£99.99
£99.99
£139.99
£269.99
£21.99
£17.99

* Note this product does not conform to EPA noise standards. Use on motorcycles subject to EPA regulation
constitutes tampering and is a violation of federal law. This product is designed for close circuit competition use
only
Note: All prices correct at time of publication
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